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ABSTRACT
We explore the application of linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to the features obtained in different
layers of pretrained deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs). The advantage of LDA compared
to other techniques in dimensionality reduction is that it reduces dimensions while preserving the
global structure of data, so distances in the low-dimensional structure found are meaningful. The
LDA applied to the CNN features finds that the centroids of classes corresponding to the similar
data lay closer than classes corresponding to different data. We applied the method to a modification
of the MNIST dataset with ten additional classes, each new class with half of the images from one
of the standard ten classes. The method finds the new classes close to the corresponding standard
classes we took the data form. We also applied the method to a dataset of images of butterflies to
find that related subspecies are found to be close. For both datasets, we find a performance similar to
state-of-the-art methods.
Keywords Supervised dimensionality reduction · Convolutional features · Embedding
1 Introduction
A common approach when confronting high-dimensional data is to find a low-dimensional structure formed by the
points of interest. For example, portraits are a tiny subset of all grayscale images, and we can use techniques (e.g. VAE,
UMAP) to find a low-dimensional manifold that passes next to them. This produces an embedding: to identify each
portrait image, instead of pixel intensities (many numbers), we can specify its coordinates in the lower-dimensional
manifold. In addition, we might want the embedding to lose some information about pose, light, etc, and to map all
images from the same person into the same point. Once we have this embedding, we can verify face identities by
thresholding distances, and recognition of new individuals by clustering [1]. Experimentally, these embeddings map
images of people that look alike to neighbour points in the embedding. We could try to assess similarity between people
by measuring distances in the embedding. However, there is no guarantee that the global structure of the space is
preserved by the embedding.
An alternative is linear discriminant analysis (LDA), a technique that reduces dimensions while preserving the global
structure of data [2]. In this transformed space, each dimension is scaled so the distribution of data in each class is as
close as possible to an standard normal distribution. Distances between objects in this space are meaningful, since the
space is homogeneously deformed, and length along each dimension is expressed in multiples of intra-class variation.
LDA can use pixel intensity information, but we can improve the generated embedding by providing image features
instead. Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are the state-of-the-art neural networks to perform image
classification. The hypothesis is that once trained to perform classification in large image datasets, CNN learn to obtain
useful features from natural images. For instance, it is a common practice to use the first layers of a pretrained CNN,
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and train a classifier on top (e.g. [3, 4, 5]). In addition, CNNs were found to discover similar features than biological
visual systems [6], and have been considered as models of animal visual systems [7].
Here we present a study that explores the embeddings created by applying LDA to the features obtained in different
layers of pretrained deep CNNs. In Section 2 we give detailed information about the networks and methods used. In
Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 we apply CNN-LDA to two different datasets. In Section 4 we conclude that CNN-LDA is
potentially useful for supervised dimensionality reduction.
2 Methods
We use a pre-trained CNN to obtain features of an image in the following way. Given a pre-trained CNN, truncated at
an intermediate layer, and an image, we perform a forward pass of the image. The flattened (one-dimensional) result is
the vector of convolutional features of the image that we use for further analysis. We perform this forward pass for all
images in the training set.
The number of features of each image can be more than tens of thousands. We did not consider any layer with more
than 15, 000 features. In a variant of this method, we use principal components analysis (PCA) as an intermediate step
to reduce the number of features of each image, before performing LDA. When performing PCA as a preprocessing
step, we considered layers up to 25, 000 features.
We then use linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to perform dimensionality reduction and classification. To perform
LDA, we use algorithms available in scikit-learn [8]. The dimension of the space is the number of classes in the dataset
minus one. The mapping of the images into that space is the embedding we study. We validate the quality of the
embedding by using a held out test dataset.
2.1 Networks used
We selected 6 architectures with high accuracy to number of parameters ratio [9]: DenseNet [10], GoogLeNet [11],
MnasNet [12], MobileNetv2 [13], ShuffleNetv2 [14] and SqueezeNet1.1 [15]. We used weights obtained by training on
ImageNet. We downloaded them from torchvision, part of the pytorch ecosystem [16].
To obtain convolutional features, we have the option to truncate each CNN at different layers. For each network we
enumerated some of these possible truncations and used the features generated at these points. We follow the upper
hierarchy of the pytorch definition, which often correspond to points in the network where the number of features is
small.
2.2 Linear discriminant analysis
The assumption of linear discriminant analysis is that data is generated from a Gaussian Mixture, each class modelled
as a multivariate normal, with all sharing the same covariance matrix (section 4.3 in [2]). During learning, the class
probabilities, pii, the class means, µi and the common covariance matrix, Σ, are obtained from their sample estimates.
Bayes inference of the most probable class for a new data point x ∈ Rp is equivalent to finding the class i ∈ 1, ...,K
that minimises:
δi(x) =
1
2
(x− µi)TΣ−1(x− µi)− log pii (1)
Σ is a real symmetric matrix, so it has an eigendecomposition
Σ = UDUT (2)
where U ∈ Rp×p with orthogonal columns and rows and D is a diagonal matrix with non-negative elements.
Using the decomposition
δi(x) =
∥∥∥D−1/2UTx−D−1/2UTµi∥∥∥2
2
− log pii = ‖xˆ− µˆi‖22 − log pii, (3)
where we denote with a hat the variables transformed by D−1/2UT . Let us consider the K − 1 dimensional affine
subspace M ⊆ Rp, and denote by PM the projection onto M . Each point xˆ has an unique descomposition xˆ =
PM xˆ+ PM⊥xˆ, which produces:
δi(x) = ‖xˆ− µˆi‖22 − log pii = ‖(PM xˆ− µˆi) + PM⊥ xˆ‖22 − log pii = ‖PM xˆ− µˆi‖22 + ‖PM⊥ xˆ‖22 − log pii. (4)
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Since ‖PM⊥ xˆ‖22 does not depend on the class index i, the LDA classification can be performed by finding the class i
with minimum
δ′i(x) = ‖PM xˆ− µˆi‖22 − log pii. (5)
The previous equation says that, once the space is scaled so the intra-class variation is a standard normal (sphering) and
projected in the affine subspace defined by the sphered class centroids, classification (except for a correction log pij due
to class imbalance) consists in finding the closest class centroid. We use the composition, understood as a map from Rp
to RK−1, to define our embedding.
2.3 Model selection
In this limited study, for compatibility with the butterfly dataset, which has few datapoints, we used the test set for
model selection. We used the test dataset to measure overfitting for different models (combination of CNN and layer).
In the ideal situation, the centroid of the training set embedding and the centroid of the test set embedding would fall in
the same point. Any systematic deviation would show overfitting in the embedding learning. We would consider that an
embedding overfits less if the average of the distances between the centroids obtained from the training set and the
centroids obtained from the test set are small.
d =
〈∑
j
(xi,j − yi,j)2
〉
i=1..K
, (6)
where xi,j is the dimension j of the centroid of class i in the embedding (calculated when training LDA). yi,j is the
dimension j of the centroid of the embeddings of class i test images.
Alternatively, we tested a corrected version of this model selection method. In this corrected version, when calculating
the distance, we normalise each dimension by the standard deviation of centroids along that dimension:
dcorrected =
〈∑
j
(
xi,j − yi,j
SD(xi,j , i = 1..K)
)2〉
i=1..N
. (7)
2.4 Confusion metric
We quantify separation between different classes of pairs by the sum of false positive rate and false negative rate of the
threshold classifier optimally separating the two distributions. If the two distributions are completely overlapping, any
threshold will misclassify a fraction x of the first distribution and 1-x of the second distribution (confusion 1). If the
two distributions are non-overlapping, a threshold between them will classify all samples correctly (confusion 0).
3 Results
We tested our approach in two datasets and compare the results against supervised UMAP and ButterflyNet.
3.1 MNIST-20 dataset
We tested the method in a variant of MNIST in which we use two different labels for each digit. The training and test
datasets are the original MNIST training and test datasets, but with half of its labels being the original label plus 10.
This label duplication is performed at random, independently in the training and test sets. The result of the manipulation
is that an image corresponding to a label in the original MNIST dataset, sat label 0, will now either be labelled by a 0 or
by a 10 in the new dataset. We will call the dataset thus generated MNIST-20.
We compared our results against supervised UMAP, as implemented in github.com/lmcinnes/umap [17]. The LDA
applied to the CNN features finds that the centroids of classes corresponding to the same digit (“same_digit”, e.g. 2
and 12) lay much closer than classes corresponding to different digits (“other”, e.g. 1 and 14) (Figure 1). In most of
our models, the minimum distance between centroids of different digits (“other”) is larger than the maximum distance
between centroids representing same digits (“same_digit”), producing a confusion score of 0.0 (Figure 2, Table 1). In
comparison, UMAP produces distances between centroids different digits that are sometimes smaller than distances
between centroids of same digits, leading to positive confusion scores (Figure 2, Table 1).
Distances between points in the test dataset are divided in three classes: “same_class” if they are from the same class
(assigned the same label), “same_digit” if they are from different classes but represent the same digit, and “other”. In
Figure 3 the different classes correspond to the colours orange, green and blue. Distributions of “same_class” and
3
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Figure 1: Distances between centroids in MNIST-20. Example result from a single run of CNN-LDA (MobileNet,
layer 16). Value at square (m,n) is the distance in the embedding between the centroid of images labelled m and the
centroid of images labelled n. Note that distances between centroids labelled as n and n+ 10 are small for n = 0, 1...9,
as expected because they are actually images of the same digit n.
Table 1: Results MNIST-20 dataset
Selection Model Accuracy Confusion same digits (centroids) Confusion same digits (test data)
LDA on pixels 0.433 0.000 0.490
Corrected supervised UMAP - 0.178 0.239
centroid CNN-LDA (best) 0.473 0.000 0.299
shift CNN-LDA (mean best 5) 0.477 0.000 0.241
PCA + LDA 0.438 0.000 0.500
Centroid supervised UMAP - 0.222 0.266
shift CNN-LDA (best) 0.462 0.000 0.306
CNN-LDA (mean best 5) 0.465 0.001 0.310
PCA + LDA 0.438 0.000 0.500
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Table 2: Results butterfly dataset. Model selection is the corrected centroid shift
Selection Model Accuracy Confusion comimics (centroids) Confusion comimics (test data)
Corrected supervised umap - 0.632 0.957
centroid CNN-LDA (best) 0.888 0.325 0.503
shift CNN-LDA (mean best 5) 0.887 0.350 0.509
CNN-PCA-LDA (best) 0.877 0.269 0.452
CNN-PCA-LDA (mean best 5) 0.886 0.340 0.489
PCA + LDA (best) 0.792 0.275 0.574
PCA + LDA (mean best 5) 0.765 0.251 0.621
Centroid supervised umap - 0.667 0.760
shift CNN-LDA (best) 0.858 0.301 0.509
CNN-LDA (mean best 5) 0.860 0.312 0.506
CNN-PCA-LDA (best) 0.763 0.219 0.505
CNN-PCA-LDA (mean best 5) 0.759 0.229 0.516
PCA + LDA 0.731 0.254 0.633
PCA + LDA (mean best 5) 0.765 0.251 0.621
butterflynet 0.860 0.354 0.314
“same_digit” are almost the same, as expected because label duplication is performed at random. Distances in “other”
are larger than in the other two classes, but there is an overlap (Figure 3, diagonal entries). All methods produce a
similar overlap between “same_digit” and “other”, UMAP being the best.
Please note how CNN-LDA produces a unimodal distribution, while UMAP produces a bimodal distribution in classes
“same class” and “same digit”. This suggests that UMAP separates each class in a cluster, while CNN-LDA produces a
cluster for each digit.
3.2 Butterfly dataset
We tested our method (LDA-CNN) on a high-quality photographic dataset of butterfly photographs, obtained and
curated by [18]. The interest of this dataset is that there is a hierarchy of labels for each butterfly specimen. The highest
hierarchy in labelling is species, of which we have two, (H. erato and H. melpomene). Each species is divided in several
subspecies, producing a total of 38 subspecies. Butterflies in the same species do not necessarily look similar but they
do if they belong to the same subspecies. In addition, biologists agree that some of the subspecies look similar to other
subspecies (they are in the same comimic complex), and they have been labelled to be “comimics”.
It is this hierarchy, where some classes are considered to be more similar than others, that allows us to test our approach.
We produce an embedding of the butterfly images where specimens of the same subspecies fall in the same place. To
test the quality of the embedding, we assess whether comimics are closer than other pairs of specimens.
The dataset is composed of two pictures (dorsal and ventral) for each of the 1234 specimens [18]. All the photographs
were taken with consistent conditions, and resized to a height of 64 pixels (keeping the original aspect ratio). We have
followed the same train-test split as in [18] (1500/968), and we performed the same data augmentation on our training
set (combinations of 0, 1 and 2 horizontal and vertical pixel shifts).
We compared our results to the approach followed in [18]. In this approach, a 64-dimensional embedding was built by
training a network, ButterflyNet, minimising a triplet loss. The result is that images from the same subspecies where
pulled together, while images from different subspecies are pushed away. We used the result of a single training run as
made public with the article [18]. As above, we also compared our results against supervised UMAP.
We performed LDA on the CNN features. We calculated the average position of each class in the training set in [18]
and the centroid of each class in our embedding (parameters obtained during the LDA training). We used the test set
to select the best networks. We selected the networks that produced the smallest “centroid shift” (distance between
class centroids in train and test datasets, see Methods). The accuracies of the best networks are similar to the accuracy
reported in [18].
We calculated the pairwise distances between all subespecies’ centroids. We divided them in three groups: ’comimic’ if
the subespecies are in the same comimic complex, ’same-species’ if they are not comimic but they belong to the same
species (H. erato or H. melpomene), or ’other’ if they are not comimics and each one belongs to a different species. We
found the separation obtained between comimic subspecies and ’other’ to be similar or slightly larger to that found
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by [18] (see Table 2, Figure 4) We do not seem to obtain more phylogenetic signal than [18] (the orange and blue
curves of the histograms in Figure 4 have a similar overlap). Note the high correlation between different distances
given by CNN-LDA produced by different CNN or different layers (Figure 4). This high correlation persists in the
other high-performing CNN-LDA we tested (other combinations of CNN and layer). Supervised UMAP performs the
worst, placing comimics as far away as non comimics.
Instead of using the plain centroid shift to select the best model, we can first scale each dimension in the embedding by
the standard deviation of centroids location along that dimension. By doing that, we punish shifts along dimensions that
produce classification change. We found that the models thus selected have higher classification accuracy, but their
ability to separate comimics decreases slightly (see Table 2).
We calculated the pairwise distances between all images. We divided them in four groups. The first group is
’same_subespecies’ if the images correspond to the same subspecies. Otherwise, the pair of images is classified as
above: ’comimics’ if the subespecies are in the same comimic complex, ’same_species’ if they are not comimic but they
belong to the same species, or ’other’ otherwise. We found the separation obtained between comimic subspecies and
subespecies of the same species to be slightly worse to that found by [18] (see Table 2, Figure 5). Supervised UMAP
performs the worst, sometimes placing images of the same subspecies far away.
4 Discussion
We found that, for the two datasets studied, performing linear discriminant analysis (LDA) on pretrained convoluntional
features enables supervised dimensionality reduction with a similar quality to existing methods.
LDA has been used before as a classifier on top of a pre-trained convolutional neural networks (CNN) [4]. In addition,
there are methods that allow training a CNN and an LDA together in an end-to-end fashion to produce a classifier
[19]. However, to our knowledge none of the previous articles apply this architecture to a supervised dimensionality
reduction problem.
Contrastive losses (e.g. siamese and triplet networks) [20, 1, 18] are popular approaches to supervised dimensionality
reduction. They are designed to iteratively pull together the embeddings of elements of the same class, while pushing
away the embeddings of elements of different classes. After training, elements of the same class are together in the
space, and elements of different classes are not. In addition, the resulting embedding usually succeeds in placing
elements of similar classes in close points of the embedding. It is important to note that this is not produced by any
imposed condition that we can explicitly control. It is ultimately due to inductive biases of neural networks, favouring
smoother embeddings that do not separate images that are close in pixel space. We suggest that a research line worth
pursuing is the use of explicit constraints on the smoothness of the embedding, for example placing an upper bound on
the Lipschitz constant [21].
The limitations of our study can be used to extend our results in several directions. First, we have only made a
comparison with a subset of state-of-the-art methods, but a larger variety of alternative methods exist. For instance,
we compared against the results of [18], but not against other approaches using contrastive losses [20, 1]. Our tests
were performed in two datasets, one created to have ground data and the other in a dataset of buttefly images relevant
to biologists. While results are encouraging for these two datasets, the usefulness of the approach taken needs to be
tested in other problems. The current implementation is restricted to relatively few data points. This is because the
algorithms we use to perform PCA and LDA use all data points at the same time, quickly running out of memory if the
images or the datasets are large. However, our method can be modified for use in larger datasets by using algorithms
that iteratively calculate PCA and LDA from minibatches (e.g. [22, 23]). The advantage of using LDA is that is a
transformation that cannot deform the space, and it is restricted to a linear transformation (sphering) and a projection to
a subspace. It also provides reasonable and meaningful units in each of the dimensions (intra-class standard deviation).
However, note that the CNN makes very complex transformations and we are assuming that are meaningful for our
analysis. A formal justification of this assumption is still an open problem.
Despite these limitations, we believe our results show that LDA applied to a CNN can be a principled approach to
supervised dimensionality reduction with results comparable to those of other approaches for which a principled
understanding might be more difficult to obtain.
5 Code availability
The code has been released as free software. It can be found in https://gitlab.com/polavieja_lab/cnn-lda
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